Instructions to Candidates
1. Application for permission to appear for the Intermediate Drawing Grade Examinations must be
addressed to any one of the superintendents of centers and not to all controllers of Examinations.
2. Candidates will not be allowed in any case to change centers after the Superintendents have
submitted their list to the controller.
3. Candidates should be in their places at least five minutes before the time fixed for the
commencement of each Examination Paper.
4. Candidates arriving late are liable to be refused admission.
5. Any Candidates detected in speaking to or in any way, communicating with any other Candidates
having recourse to malpractice of any kind will be at once expelled from the room and the
circumstances reported to the controller of examination.
6. The Candidates will be provided by the superintendent of centers with cartridge paper ¼ imperial
(i.e. 38cm x 28cm.) for all subjects as also tracing paper, blotting paper and water if necessary.
Other materials as may be specified for the purposes of printing, stamping, tracing, stenciling etc.,
at the test in ‘DESIGN’ will also be supplied to the candidate, by the superintendent of centers.
7. All Drawing and coloring materials including colors as also bowl for water , brushes , palette etc.
required for wet mediums of coloring where necessary ,must be brought by the candidate .
8. The common materials which the candidate are permitted to have with them and with which they
must come provided for each of the two examinations are as follow s:Wooden Drawing Board or card board Pad , Drawing Pins, pencils(Not more than 7” long) ,Pen ,
Eraser , Knife, or Pencil Sharpener and ink.
9. In addition to the above materials, those mentioned below should be brought for the respective
examination papers.

INTERMEDIATE GRADE
Still-life Wax –Color Mediums - water colors ,poster colors oil or crayon ,colored pencils.
Nature Drawing and Coloring - Color Mediums- water colors, transparent AND /OR Opaque.
Memory Drawing- Color Mediums- water colors, or oil Wax Crayons.
Design- Color Mediums- water colors, Transparent AND/OR opaque , Instruments –
Geometrical Instruments , Blade , Cutter For Stencil Cutting (If necessary) foot-rule or T-Square.
Free-Hand Drawing - Color Mediums- Poster or opaque colors.
Geometry and Lettering Inks- Color Mediums- inks or Water colors for lettering and for
Geometry
10. Request for re-valuations of answer –papers shall under no circumstances be entertained.
11. No complaints or queries regarding any discrepancies in or verification of the final results of
candidates shall, on any account be entertained on expiry of the period of one month from the
date of declaration of result. Such queries , if any must however be addressed to the controller of
Examinations through the centre superintendent concerned within the stipulated period.
12. Fee of Rs. 100 will be charged for verification of result, per Examination. Request for verification
of result will not be entertained after the period of one month from the date of declaration of
results.

